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Premise

You have a popular open source project. You feel that its time to make 
money from it, so you start a corporation around it. You raise venture 
capital. Your open source project flourishes with development funded by 
money in the bank. You hire enough folk in sales to convince the upper 
echelons that it is time to make an "enterprise spin-off" that is better than 
the currently "stable" community edition. Your enterprise team goes all out 
to state that their version is better than the community version. The 
community gets annoyed but the code is significantly complex that forking 
might not be an option today. Rewind.



Red Hat: Fedora & Red Hat Enterprise Linux

• First… there was Red Hat Linux


• Then there was Fedora Core 1 and Red Hat Linux Beta 1 in July 2003


• Fedora Core 3 —> RHEL 4 (similarly, Fedora Core 6 —> RHEL 5, Fedora 
12/13 —> RHEL 6, Fedora 19/20 —> RHEL 7)





What did Red Hat get right?
• Not naming it “Red Hat Linux Community” and “Red Hat Linux Enterprise”


• Fedora and RHEL


• Less confusion


• Strong branding


• Helps the sales team out as well (as well as marketing)


• Community not seen as a second class citizen (with own branding, logos, 
events, etc.)



MySQL
• Became GPL in 2000


• Successfully sold OEM licenses as the connectors became GPL with the 
FOSS License Exception (previously LGPL) — https://www.mysql.com/
about/legal/licensing/foss-exception/


• now governed by the Universal FOSS Exception — https://
oss.oracle.com/licenses/universal-foss-exception/


• MySQL Network Binaries, then a MySQL Community vs Enterprise split


• Dual-licensed — GPLv2 and commercial 

https://www.mysql.com/about/legal/licensing/foss-exception/
https://www.mysql.com/about/legal/licensing/foss-exception/
https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/universal-foss-exception/
https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/universal-foss-exception/


What did you get with 
MySQL Enterprise?

• Initially, nothing except a binary 
that said it was so!



Community reacts
• Non-vetted code going into the Enterprise release, making it less stable 

(and require reversions!)


• https://blog.jcole.us/2007/05/14/breakdown-in-mysql-enterprise-
process/ 


• Reverse “Red Hat/Fedora” model seems useless

https://blog.jcole.us/2007/05/14/breakdown-in-mysql-enterprise-process/
https://blog.jcole.us/2007/05/14/breakdown-in-mysql-enterprise-process/


Even better…



Saved by acquisition!

• Sole differentiator: MySQL Enterprise Monitor (a product that was being 
built)


• When Oracle purchased Sun, could integrated MySQL Enterprise Backup 
(since Oracle had purchased InnoBase in 2005)


• Plugins: authentication (PAM, Active Directory), Audit plugin, threadpool, 
encryption plugins



Where did MySQL go wrong?
• Never underestimate your community of users and developers


• Never underestimate the great QA the community was providing


• Don’t necessarily listen to the sales mantra that the community version is 
the untested worse variant of the enterprise variant


• No individual branding (because it was better to run on the MySQL name 
which was everywhere)


• Provide significant value when you do an Enterprise offering



Eucalyptus

• Was an open source compatible API alternative to Amazon Web Services 
baked into Ubuntu Karmic Koala as well


• Decided on an Open Core model by June 2010


• "We deliver a fully functional cloud with Eucalyptus software. You can 
download it on a GPL v3 license. But, additionally, we provide 
enterprise features only if you pay for them ... it's open core”



Eucalyptus births OpenStack



Eucalyptus goes open again
• June 2012: back to full open source


• September 2014: sold to HP



MariaDB MaxScale

• The market for proxies in the MySQL space:


• Oracle MySQL provides MySQL Router (GPLv2)


• ProxySQL (GPLv3)


• MariaDB Server MaxScale (GPLv2 then changed to the Business 
Source License overnight in the same repository)











No forks?

• Well, AirBnB MaxScale was a fork announced before the BSL


• There was another non-credible fork made too by a community member


• Why? Because it wasn’t depended upon by people, and there were 
already two very good open source alternatives (and ProxySQL is widely 
utilised)


• What could have been done better? Early warning vs. shock & awe



The cloud meets open source software

• Many successful open source projects have alternatives in the cloud


• MySQL is a good example, and it is estimated that Amazon alone brings 
in more revenue yearly on their RDS MySQL service than all the MySQL 
ecosystem service providers combined (including Oracle!)



Redis Labs

• Raised $86m, employs the creator of Redis


• Redis itself, is BSD licensed (permissive!). Redis Modules can be licensed 
as whatever the creator deems


• So some Redis Labs modules are Apache 2.0 + Commons Clause 
(making it clearly, not Apache licensed)


• Commons Clause = source available software (not new, Microsoft had this 
with Shared Source back in 2001)



Redis Labs II
• "Today’s cloud providers have repeatedly violated this ethos by taking advantage of 

successful open source projects and repackaging them into competitive, 
proprietary service offerings. Cloud providers contribute very little (if anything) to 
those open source projects. Instead, they use their monopolistic nature to derive 
hundreds of millions dollars in revenues from them. Already, this behavior has 
damaged open source communities and put some of the companies that support 
them out of business.” 

• AGPL didn’t work for 2 reasons:


• cloud providers could create managed services


• large enterprises wanted a more permissive license as using the AGPL was 
against company policies





Redis Labs III
• Now, Redis Labs isn't a company that is struggling by any means. 

Sources via Wikipedia suggest they have over 3,000 paying customers in 
September 2014, and that was huge growth after changing their name 
from Garantia Data to Redis Labs (December 2013: 1,300 paying 
customers). It helps that the trademarks are in favour of Redis Labs. 
More recently, Redis Labs Announced their 10th Consecutive Quarter of 
Double Digit Growth boasting over 8,200 customers. Both Forrester 
Research and Gartner have held Redis Labs in high regard. So the 
motivation must be the cloud providers making money from Redis Labs 
work; as Sanfilippo blogged, "it’s not ok to give away that value to 
everybody willing to resell it. An example of such module is RediSearch: it 
was AGPL and is now going to be Apache + Common Clause."





Community reactions

• Positively via a fork of the modules:


• https://goodformcode.com/ 


• Done via Debian and Fedora maintainers

https://goodformcode.com/


MongoDB

• Built an amazing moat (server: AGPLv3, connectors: Apache 2) with 
Enterprise, Stitch, Mobile, Charts, Ops Manager, Compass, Atlas


• this is what a successful open source company looks like! SaaS that 
others find hard to replicate


• Took the company public in 2018


• But decided to announce Server Side Public License (and aim for OSI 
approval)



What happens next…

• There is active discussions on the license at this very moment


• No one has decided to fork the software, but all this is very new


• https://www.mongodb.com/licensing/server-side-public-license/faq 

https://www.mongodb.com/licensing/server-side-public-license/faq


Using contributor license agreements for fun & 
profit

Some open-core products require their contributors to sign a contributor 
license agreement, which either dictates that the copyright of all contributions 
to the product become the property of its owner, or that the product's owner is 
given an unlimited, non-exclusive license to use the contributions, but the 
authors retain copyright ownership. In an open-core scenario, these 
agreements are typically meant to allow the commercial owner of the 
product (which in some cases, is ultimately the copyright holder to all of its 
code, regardless of its original author) to simultaneously market versions of 
the product under open-source and non-free licenses. This is in contrast 
with more traditional uses of CLAs, which are meant solely to allow the 
steward of an open-source project to defend its copyright, or guarantee that 
the code will only ever be made available under open-source terms, thus 
protecting it from becoming open core.





So, how do you make money with open source?

• Subscriptions!


• Dual licensing


• Pfessional services


• Software as a Service is a great model (think tools in a web browser even)


• Proprietary plugins


• Time delayed open source


• If you can, advertising partnerships (see: Mozilla, Ubuntu)



But… how do you make money and not piss your 
community off?

• Do not give them the shock & awe treatment


• Do respect the community since they are likely what brought you success 
in the first place 


• Provide real differentiation or additional features that people may be able 
to provide alternatives to if required


• Enable your community to provide good, valuable feedback before you 
plan to make changes (learn from the hospitality industry and loyalty 
points)
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